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Abstract   
We developed a Sentence Comprehension Test in Russian for syntactic competence 
assessment. It includes 60 unambiguous grammatically complex sentences of several 
types with comprehension questions aimed to test effective syntactic processing. The 
test does not show ceiling effects with adult native speakers. The results of the test 
correlate with verbal working memory span.  
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Introduction 

The ability to parse syntactically complex sentences efficiently is a crucial skill 
for text comprehension, and numerous studies demonstrated considerable by-
subject variability in performance on syntactic processing tasks (Farmer et al. 
2012). However, while tests on sentence processing are widely used with 
various neurologically impaired populations, tests for healthy adult native 
speakers are difficult to develop due to ceiling effects and have been created 
only for English so far (Acheson 2008; Dabrowska 2018). In the present paper, 
we present the Sentence Comprehension Test we developed for Russian. 

Materials 

We created 60 unambiguous grammatically complex sentences of six types. 
These types are difficult to process according to previous experimental studies 
on Russian and other languages, see (1)-(6). All sentences were semantically 
reversible and unbiased. For every sentence, we created a question with a 
choice of two answers aimed to assess syntactic structure comprehension. 
 
(1) object relative clauses (see Price & Witzel 2017, Malyutina et al. 2018) 

Svidetel',           kotorogo          upomjanul       v  svoej  rechi      istec,              

witness-NOM whom-ACC  mentioned    in his   speech  claimant-NOM  
vskochil   so     svoego  mesta v    zale    suda. 
jumped from his     seat   in room court 
‘The witness that the claimant mentioned jumped up from his seat in the 
courtroom.’ 
Question: Who was mentioned? 
Response options: A) the witness B) the claimant 
 

https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/The+claimant+and+the+respondent
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(2) spatial constructions (see Laurinavichyute et al. 2017)   

Passazhir              sprjatal  v     seryj   jashhik      kozhanyj  chemodan. 
passenger-NOM hid       into grey box-ACC  leather    suitcase-ACC. 

‘The passenger hid the leather suitcase into the grey box.’ 
Question: What was hidden where? 
Response options: A) the box in suitcase B) the suitcase in the box 
 

(3) temporal constructions (see Fedorova 2005) 

Pered tem kak Tolja   propylesosit         pol,   Julja   vyguljaet sobaku. 

before           Tolja  vacuum-cleans floor Julia  walks   dog 

‘Before Tolja vacuum cleans the floor, Julia will walk the dog.’ 
Question: What happens first? 
Response options:  A) Tolja vacuum cleans the floor B) Julia walks the dog 
 

(4) sentences with high adjunct attachment in a complex noun phrase Konvert              

peredali  pomoshhniku     detektiva,            sledivshemu  

envelope-ACC gave     assistant-DAT detective-GEN following-DAT 
za     podozrevaemym. 
after suspect-INST 
‘The envelope was given to the assistanti of the detectivej, followingi the suspect.’ 
Question: Who followed the suspect? 
Response options:  A) the detective B) the assistant 
 

(5) sentences with low adjunct attachment in a complex noun phrase Notarius napisal  

nasledniku  millionera,              zhivshego         za granicej. 

notary    wrote  heir-DAT millionaire-GEN  living-GEN  abroad 

‘The notary wrote to the heiri of the millionairej livingj abroad.’ 
Question: Who lived abroad? 
Response options:  A) the millionaire B) the heir 
 

(6) comparative constructions  

Sherstjanaja        jubka          dlinnee    shelkovoj,    no  koroche    l'njanoj. 
woolen-NOM  skirt-NOM longer   silk-INST but shorter   linen-INST 
‘The woolen skirt is longer than the silk one, but shorter than the linen one.’ 
Question: Which skirt is longer? 
Response options:  A) the silk one B) the linen one 
 

The test also included 40 filler sentences with a simpler syntactic structure (7). 
(7) Na ploshhadke    ja vstretil brata               moego  druga             s     bol'shoj sobakoj 

at   playground I   met    brother-ACC my     friend-GEN with big     dog 

‘At the playground I met my friend’s brother with a big dog’. 
Question: Who did he meet? 
Response options: A) his brother’s friend B) his friend’s brother 
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Method 

42 native speakers of Russian (29 female, age 19-32) took part in the 
experiment. The word-by-word self-paced reading methodology was used 
because otherwise the task would be too easy. The incorrect response was 
always a noun that was mentioned in the sentence, so the grammatical structure 
of the sentence had to be analyzed to give a correct answer. The order of the 
response options was random. Accuracy, word by word reading times, and time 
to give the answer were registered. We also measured participants’ verbal 
working memory span using the Russian adaptation (Fedorova 2003) of the test 
by (Daneman&Carpenter 1980) as syntactic processing was shown to be 
affected by the characteristics of the working memory (Caplan & Waters 1999). 

Results and discussion 

For the statistical analysis, we used logistic and linear mixed-effects regressions 
with random intercepts and slopes by participant and by item and Tukey’s tests 
for post hoc comparisons. Test sentences were significantly more difficult to 
process than fillers, both in terms of correct answers (80.6% vs. 92.6% on 
average; β = 0.25, SE = 0.04, t = 6.01, p < 0.01) and reading and response times 
(711.4 ms vs. 595.6 ms, β = 0.25, SE = 0.04, t = 6.01, p < 0.01; 3484.2 ms vs. 
3096.3 ms, β = 0.25, SE = 0.04, t = 6.01, p < 0.01). This proves the validity of 
the test. 

Another important proof comes from the fact that we detected significant 
variation between participants. In target sentences, they made from 1 to 24 
errors (98%-60% correct answers). We found a significant correlation between 
answer accuracy and working memory span test scores (r=0.59, p<0.01). The 
number of errors in filler sentences did not vary that much (from 0 to 8, which 
means 100%-80% correct answers, with ¾ participants making no more than 
two errors).  

There were also significant differences between most construction types. 
High/low attachment and comparative constructions had longer word-by-word 
reading times than other target sentence types (t > 6.74, p<0.01 for all pairwise 
comparisons). Spatial and comparative constructions had longer response times 
than other sentence types (t > 5.58, p<0.01 for all pairwise comparisons). 

Finally, high and low attachment sentences triggered the largest number of 
incorrect responses (74.3% and 62.6%, respectively). Low attachment sentences 
were significantly different from all other types (expect for high attachment, t > 
3.78, p<0.01 for all pairwise comparisons), while for high attachment sentences, 
only some comparisons gave significant results. Importantly, every target type 
was significantly different from fillers, except for temporal one (t > 3.61, 
p<0.01 for all pairwise comparisons), which further proves the validity of the 
test. 

Thus, sentence types that take more time to read and especially to answer are 
not the ones in which participants make more mistakes. This may point to two 
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different aspects of syntactic complexity. In some cases, arriving at any 
coherent interpretation is difficult; in the other cases, one arrives at some 
interpretation easily, but often this is not the correct one. The generalizations 
we made about different constructions may be useful for further processing 
studies. To conclude, our pilot study showed that the test we developed is far 
from trivial for the participants and does not show ceiling accuracy. After 
validation, it can be used in various studies as a tool to measure syntactic 
processing efficiency. 
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